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not how young or old they happened
to be when they did it.

If this sounds likethe Puritan Work
Ethic, it was. There was an urgency,
hard to imagine today, about the
whole colonial venture. Time was of
the essence, and idleness was un-
forgivable. Children began con-
tributing to the household economy
as soon as they could, and oldest
members continuedto as long as they
could, incidentally retaining their self
respect by doing so.

Smaller and later groups of im-
‘migrants might maintain their ethmr
traditions, privately, while outwardly
adopting the cultural mode of the
British - based majority. That
majority, quite obviously, was not
likely to yield to newer groups. But

Such marked deference to the
elderly, in Japan and in certain other
cultures represented within our
Nation of Nations, makes what we
have had, early or late, seem
comparison a virtual non-tradition,
closer to an economic formula than to
cherished custom. >*

At the time pf'the Revolutionary
War, as Beniamin Franklin observed,
the colonies had twice as many
marriages as Great Britain, and twice
as many children per marriage. If
someone wished to portray the most
representative American during the
war years, the figure would have to be
a young woman leading her oldest
child by the hand, carrying her
second across one shoulder, and
unmistakably pregnant with her
third.
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new dignity and encouraged in-
dependent action, but compulsory
retirement at a fixed age was a price
tag not always welcome. Health
improved, and average life span was
extended.

Out of this massive upheaval, this
cultural revolution, old age has
emerged as a myth, a set of beliefs
with slight if any basis in fact, and as
much in need of correction as any of
the older ethnic slurs that hopefully
are in decline today. Defining and
measuring the hardening stereotypes
is difficult, and for this reason we
must be grateful for a recent study
conducted by Louis Harris &

Associates for The National Council
on the Aging, with the arresting title,
"They Myth and Reality of Aging in
America.”

none of the newer groups brought
over particular customs so
outrageous as to invite suppression -

for example, the exposure of the
helpless aged to barren moun-
tainsides, where they quickly died. At
the other extreme, we have never, as
a nation, seen fit to honorthe aged as
the Japanese do. They have a special
term, otoshiyon, meaning ‘‘the
honorable elders," and a national
holiday, ‘‘Respect for the Elders Day.”
They even recognize the 61st bir-
thday as the onset of old age, with
ceremonies resembling bar mitzvah,
christening, or confirmation.

Soldiers were less numerous,
despite the fighting, and old people
were scarcer yet. Young people under
15 made up about half the
population It was a very young
country - and it stayed young for the
next century and more. As late as
1900, only one American in 25 was 65
or older.

What this poll indicates is that a
great many in the 18 - 64 age group
hold negative views of people 65 and
older. Two out of three, for example,
consider their elders not very good at
getting things done. Only three in ten
view them as very bright or alert, and
only one in five considers them very
open - minded and adaptable. These
opimoi seem_ to reflect a generalThen things began to happen. The

commodious family home, with
“always one more bed," became as
rare as the family horse and carriage.
The family itself exploded and
reformed in unfamiliar shapes.
Pensions gave retirement a welcome

fear of old age, a belief that most'
people over 65 are frail and helpless.

But the poll also demonstrates that
most older people view their con-
dition as better than they thought it
would be, and better than younger
people believe it is. Most of them say
they donot lack money enough to live
on, and even more insist they can
usually find meaningful activities.
Older far less time in
sedentary passivity, like watching
television, than younger people
believe they do. As a matter of fact,
old and young spend about the same
amount of time sleeping, reading,

1“sitting and thinking," participating
in organizations and going for walks.

There is no typical older American,
just as there is no typical younger
person; our national diversities
extend through every age group.
Accepting false stereotypes, keeping
them alive, or enlarging them can
only sap that part of our national
strength. Without the stereotypes,
effective handling of ageism as a
national concern will be hard
enough; with them, it comes
perilously close to being impossible.
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